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Dear Colleagues! We invite you to participate in the Eurasian Orthopedic Forum, which will be held on June 28-29, 2019 in Moscow.

The Eurasian Orthopedic Forum (EOF) 2017 received industry-specific recognition – it has laid the groundwork for cooperation of traumatologists, orthopedists, representatives of related specialties and industrial partners from around the world in the presence of constructive dialogue and sharing experience. We are glad that Russia became particularly such a space and we are really grateful to everyone who took an active part in the preparation of the Forum.

At that time, 3,750 people took part in the EOF: specifically, they were medical specialists, government officials, industrial and industry partners from 70 countries around the world.

And now we are taking initiative in promoting the EOF as a comfortable and effective forum for international cooperation in the field of the high-technology medical care delivery and, more broadly, for cooperation on the issues of public health.

In 2019, more than 5,000 delegates will become the participants of the Forum; the agenda of the Forum covers 20 areas of the scientific programme and as many significant issues devoted to the development of the public health, the health industry and manufacturing of medical products, as well as to promoting innovations.

We invite you for cooperation and we hope that the Eurasian Orthopedic Forum will give us the opportunity to unite our knowledge and expand the interaction of multidisciplinary specialists in the Eurasian space.
OUTCOMES OF EOF-2017

3750 Participants

70 Countries

13 Exhibit Halls

>70 Scientific Committee Members

>550 Spokespersons

>150 Exhibitors

4000 m² Event Space

45 Industrial Symposia, Workshop Sessions and Presentations
Participants from Russia

Number of Participants in 2017 by Countries

Australia
Sri Lanka
Turkey
Tajikistan
Bulgaria
Azerbaijan
France
Armenia
Jordan
Iran
Singapore
Pakistan
Germany
India
Kazakhstan
Uzbekistan
Thailand
Ukraine
Byelorussia
South Korea
Bangladesh
China

>3200 Participants from Russia
Mission of the Eurasian Orthopedic Forum (EOF) is meant to be a provision of incentives for the international industrial, scientific and practical professional engagement and interaction within the realm of the Medical Technologies and manufacturing Medical Products and Devices for Traumatology and Orthopedics needs, as well as for the related branches, with a view to developing an alternative Eurasian growth vector and cooperation of specialists and manufactures.

EOF-2019 MEDICAL AND BUSINESS FORUM

Wider the geography of participation
More than 5,000 participants
More scientific sessions
Larger scale of activities and wider keynotes of Exhibition
Business Programme for Health development

It was decided to organize the participation of delegates in the Forum on the basis of service fee payment affording free access to the events within the framework of the Forum, with the exception of any special and closed events.
WHAT’S NEW WITH EOF-2019?

• EVENTS UNDER THE UMBRELLA OF EOF
  – Biobridge Russia 2019 Orthopedic Congress
  – II BRICS SPINE Summit
  – Congress of the Russian Arthroscopic Society

• INDUSTRIAL COMMITTEE
  The Industrial Committee is a structural arrangement that communicates the request of the industry (both of business and doctors) to the Organizing Committee for discussion within the framework of the Forum the regulatory matters, as well as the aspects of the Medical Industry and Services Sector financing and development.

NEW FORUM PROGRAMME

Extensive Business Programme of the Forum

Zone for Startups Presentations

Programme «Hosted Buyers»

> 5000 Participants

> 80 Industrial Symposia, Workshop, Sessions and Presentations

17 Sections

1500 m² Exhibition Space

> 70 Countries

10000 m² Net Event Space
• MEDICINE AND PATIENT: SERVICES AND OPPORTUNITIES
1. Health Integrator.
   Nutrition, sports, leisure, and pharmaceuticals in the context of interdisciplinary approach to treatment.
2. Medical Tourism.
   Marketing and information exchange in the international market of tourist and health resort services.
3. Hazardous Occupations.
   New technologies for minimizing damage to health and for regulatory matters in the field of medicine.

• MEDICINE AND STATE: HEALTHCARE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
   Blockchaining technologies and labeling, harmonization of legislation and mutual recognition.
2. Attraction of foreign investments vs protectionism.
   Show-floor for investments and local content in manufacturing. Development of the capital investment projects within the Eurasian space.
3. Insurance.
   Opportunities and prospects of the market. Consumer wants.
4. Involvement with the Intellectual Product.
   Innovation market regulation when dealing with the foreign partners.
5. Human Resources.
   Engineering staff for the Medical Industry of new generation.
   Ethical standards. Legal remedies for doctors and patients.

• MEDICINE AND FUTURE: TECHNOLOGIES
   Development of prosthetics sphere.
2. Regeneration.
   Technologies for growing organs and tissues.
3. Digital Hospital.
   Collection and processing of information using chips and artificial intellect.
4. Medical robots.
   Surgical operations using the technology of augmented reality. Robots for executing surgeries without human intervention.
5. Preventive Medicine.
   Genetic analysis for the prevention of congenital diseases.

• RUSSIAN HEALTHCARE POLICY
2. Diversification and dual-use technologies: transition to real projects. Working for the export potential.
• ANESTHESIOLOGY AND EMERGENCY MEDICINE IN TRAUMATOLOGY AND ORTHOPEDICS
• KNEE ENDOPROSTHESIS REPLACEMENT
• HIP ENDOPROSTHESIS REPLACEMENT
• VERTEBROLOGY (TOGETHER WITH II BRICS SPINE SUMMIT)
• RECONSTRUCTIVE-REPLACEMENT AND PLASTIC SURGERY
• DISASTER MEDICINE
• ONCOLOGY AND DISEASES OF BONE TISSUE
• MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH IN COMPLEX REHABILITATION
• RADIOLOGY IN TRAUMATOLOGY AND ORTHOPEDICS
• SPORTS TRAUMATOLOGY AND ARTHROSCOPY (TOGETHER WITH THE CONGRESS OF ARTHROSCOPIC SOCIETY)
• INJURIES AND DISEASES OF UPPER EXTREMITY
• INJURY OF LOWER EXTREMITY AND PELVIS
• SURGERY OF FOOT AND ANKLE JOINT (TOGETHER WITH RUSFAS)
• COMBAT DAMAGE OF THE SUPPORTING-MOTOR APPARATUS
• PEDIATRIC TRAUMATOLOGY AND ORTHOPEDICS

NEW • TECHNOLOGIES OF 3D-PRINTING IN MEDICINE

NEW • CELLULAR TECHNOLOGIES (TOGETHER BIOBRIDGE RUSSIA 2019 ORTHOPEDIC CONGRESS)
• CO-CHAIRMAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE – MIRONOV SERGEY PAVLOVICH
Director of the Federal Government Budgetary Institution “Central Scientific Research Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics named after N.N. Priorov” (CITO); Head Supernumerary Specialist of Traumatology and Orthopedics of the Ministry of Healthcare of the Russian Federation; President of Association of Traumatologists and Orthopedists of Russia; Doctor of Medical Sciences; Academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

• CO-CHAIRMAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE – KOTELNIKOV GENNADY PETROVICH
Rector of the Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher Education “Samara State Medical University (SamSMU)” of the Ministry of Healthcare of the Russian Federation, Academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

• CO-CHAIRMAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE – BAINDURASHVILI ALEXEY GEORGIJEVICH
Director of the Federal State Budgetary Institution “THE TURNER SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR CHILDREN’S ORTHOPEDICS” under the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation; Chief Pediatric Orthopedic and Trauma Surgeon of St. Petersburg; Honored Doctor of the Russian Federation, Doctor of Medical Sciences, Professor, Academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

• DEPUTY CO-CHAIRMAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE – OCHKURENKO ALEXANDER ALEKSEEVICH
Head of Organizational and Methodological Department of the Federal Government Budgetary Institution “Central Scientific Research Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics named after N.N. Priorov” (CITO); Doctor of Medical Sciences.

• EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE - DAVYDOV DENIS VLADIMIROVICH
Head of the Surgical Unit of the Main Military Clinical Hospital named after N.N. Burdenko, Doctor of Medical Sciences.
• EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE – BRIZHAN LEONID KARLOVICH
Head of the Trauma and Orthopedics Center - Chief Traumatologist of the Main Military Clinical Hospital named after N.N. Burdenko; Deputy Chief Traumatologist of the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation, Doctor of Medical Sciences.

• MODERATOR-PRESIDENT OF RUSSIAN ARTHROSCOPIC SOCIETY/ SESSION “SPORTS TRAUMATOLOGY AND ARTHROSCOPY” – DUBROV VADIM ERIKOVIICH
Head of the Department of General and Specialized Surgery of the Faculty of Fundamental Medicine at the M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University; Chief Non-Staff Orthopedic Surgeon Specialist of the Moscow City Health Department.

• MODERATOR OF SESSION “ANESTHESIOLOGY AND INTENSIVE-CARE MEDICINE IN TRAUMATOLOGY AND ORTHOPEDICS” – SHCHEGOLEV ALEXEY VALERIANOVIICH

• MODERATOR OF SESSION “KNEE ENDOPROSTHESIS REPLACEMENT” – ZAGORODNY NIKOLAY VASILYEVIICH
Head of the Clinic of Arthroplasty in the Priorov Central Institute of Trauma and Orthopedics; Head of the Department of Traumatology and Orthopedics in the Peoples’ Friendship University (RUDN); National Delegate from Russia to the World Society of Orthopedic Surgery and Traumatology (SICOT); Doctor of Medical Sciences.

• MODERATOR OF SESSION “HIP ARTHROPLASTY/REPLACEMENT” – MURYLEV VALERY YURI EVICH
Professor of the Department of Traumatology, Orthopedics and Disaster Surgery of the State-Financed Educational
Institution of the Higher Professional Education “First Moscow State Medical University named after I.M. Sechenov” of the Ministry of Healthcare of the Russian Federation; Head of the Moscow City Center for Bone and Joint Endoprosthetics at the Municipal Clinical Hospital named after S.P. Botkin; Doctor of Medical Sciences.

- **MODERATOR OF SESSION “VERTEBROLOGY” – KOLESOV SERGEY VASILYEVICH**
  
  Doctor Orthopedic-Surgeon; Head of the Department of Spine Pathology of the Federal Government Budgetary Institution “Central Scientific Research Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics named after N.N. Priorov” (CITO); Doctor of Medical Sciences.

- **CHAIRMAN OF INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE – LESZEK ROMANOVSKI**
  
  Head of the Traumatology, Orthopedics and Hand Surgery Clinic – Orthopedic and Rehabilitation Hospital W. Degi UM, President of the Polish Association of Traumatologist and Orthopedist.

- **MODERATOR OF SESSION “RECONSTRUCTIVE-RESTORATIVE AND PLASTIC SURGERY” – STOLYARZH ALEXEY BORISOVICH**
  
  Head of the Center for Restorative and Plastic Surgery of the 3rd Central Military Clinical Hospital named after A.A. Vishnevsky of the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation; Honored Doctor of the Russian Federation; Doctor of Medical Sciences.

- **MODERATOR OF SESSION “DISASTER MEDICINE” – GONCHAROV SERGEY FEDOROVICH**
  
  Head of the Federal State Budgetary Institution “All-Russia Center for Disaster Medicine (‘Zaschita’)” of the Ministry of Healthcare of the Russian Federation; Chief Non-Staff Specialist in Disaster Medicine at the Ministry of Healthcare of the Russian Federation; Honored Doctor of the Russian Federation; Doctor of Medical Sciences; Academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
• MODERATOR OF SESSION “ONCOLOGY AND DISEASES OF BONE TISSUE” – MAKHSON ANATOLY NAKHIMOVICH
Surgeon of the Top-Qualification; Honored Doctor of the Russian Federation; Head of Oncological Cluster of the “Medsii” Group of Companies; Winner of the “Prizvanie” Award in 2011; Doctor of Medical Sciences.

• MODERATOR OF SESSION “MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH IN COMPLEX REHABILITATION” – BARANOVSKY YURI GLEBOVICH
Chief Medical Officer of the Clinic at the Federal State Budgetary Institution “Federal Bureau of Medical and Social Expertise under the Ministry of Labour and Social Security of the Russian Federation”.

• MODERATOR OF SESSION “MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH IN COMPLEX REHABILITATION” – TRAPEZNIKOV ANDREY VLADIMIROVICH
Chief Medical Officer of the Health Center “Dyuny”; Trauma and Orthopedist Doctor of the Superior Merit; Associate Professor of the Department of Military Traumatology and Orthopedics under the Military Medical Academy; Candidate of Medical Sciences.

• MODERATOR OF SESSION “RADIOLOGY IN TRAUMATOLOGY AND ORTHOPEDICS” – SINITSYN VALENTIN EVGENIEVICH
President of the Russian Society of Radiographers and Radiological Technicians; Head of the Roentgen Diagnostics Center of the Federal State Budgetary Institution “Centre of Medical Rehabilitation” under the Ministry of Healthcare of the Russian Federation; Head of the Roentgen Diagnostics Program Module at the M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University; Professor of the Roentgen Diagnostics Department at the Russian Medical Academy of Post-Graduate Education (RMAPO); Doctor of Medical Sciences.

• MODERATOR OF SESSION “SPORTS TRAUMATOLOGY AND ARTHROSCOPY” – STRAKHOV MAXIM ALEKSEEVICH
Head of the Sports-Related Injury Department of the Clinical Hospital No.86 at the Federal Medical and Biological Agency of Russia; Associate Professor of the Department of Traumatology, Orthopedics and Military Field Surgery of the Russian National Research Medical University named after N.I. Piro...
gov; Chief External Traumatologist of the Federal Medical and Biological Agency of Russia; Candidate of Medical Science.

- **MODERATOR OF SESSION “INJURIES AND UPPER EXTREMITIES DISEASES” – GILFANOV SERGEY ILSUVER-OVICH**
  Professor of the Traumatology, Orthopedics and Military Field Surgery Department at the Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia (RUDN); Doctor of Medical Sciences.

- **MODERATOR OF SESSION “INJURIES OF LOWER EXTREMITIES AND PELVIS” – LITVINA ELENA ALEKSEEV-NA**
  Deputy Chief Doctor for Traumatology of the State Budgetary Healthcare Institution (GBUZ) “Municipal Clinical Hospital named after F.I. Inozemtsev” of the Moscow City Health Department; Doctor of Medical Sciences; Professor of the Russian Medical Academy of Post-Graduate Education (RMAPO).

- **MODERATOR OF SESSION “MICROSURGERY OF PERIPHERAL NERVES IN TRAUMATOLOGY AND ORTHOPEDICS” – GOLUBEV IGOR OLEGovich**
  Head of the Microsurgery and Hand Injuries Department of the Federal Government Budgetary Institution “Central Scientific Research Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics named after N.N. Priorov” (CITO), Doctor of Medical Sciences.

- **MODERATOR OF SESSION “SURGERY OF FOOT AND ANKLE” – PROTSTKO VICTOR GENNADIEVICH**
  Head of the Foot Surgery Center of the Municipal Clinical Hospital named after S.S. Yudin; Candidate of Medical Sciences.

- **MODERATOR OF SESSION “MANAGERIAL AND PERSONNEL ISSUES IN TRAUMATOLOGY AND ORTHOPEDICS – OCHKURENKO ALEXANDER ALEKSEEVICH**
  Head of Organizational and Methodological Department of the Federal Government Budgetary Institution “Central Scientific Research Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics named after N.N. Priorov” (CITO); Doctor of Medical Sciences.
• MODERATOR OF SESSION “COMBAT DAMAGES OF SUPPORTING-MOTOR APPARATUS” – KHOMINETS VLADIMIR VASILIEVICH

Head (Head of the Clinic) of the Military Traumatology and Orthopedics Department at the Military Medical Academy named after C.M. Kirov; Chief Traumatologist of the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation; Colonel of Medical Service; Doctor of Medical Sciences.

• MODERATOR OF SESSION “PEDIATRIC TRAUMATOLOGY AND ORTHOPEDICS” – VYBORNOV DMITRIY YURIEVICH

Chief Pediatric External Specialist – Trauma Orthopaedist; Professor of the Pediatric Surgery Department at the Russian National Research Medical University named after N.I. Pirogov; Deputy Chief Medical Officer of the Children's Municipal Hospital No.13 named after N.F. Filatov; Doctor of Medical Sciences.

• MODERATOR OF SESSION “3D PRINTING TECHNOLOGY IN MEDICINE” – KARYAKIN NIKOLAY NIKOLAEEVICH

Chairman of the Association for Professionals in 3D Printing Technology in Medicine; Director of the Federal State Budgetary Institution "Privolzhsky Federal Medical Research Center" of the Ministry of Healthcare of the Russian Federation; Doctor of Medical Sciences.

• MODERATOR OF SESSION “CELLULAR TECHNOLOGIES” – STRAKHOV MAXIM ALEKSEEVICH

Head of the Sports-Related Injury Department of the Clinical Hospital No.86 at the Federal Medical and Biological Agency of Russia; Associate Professor of the Department of Traumatology, Orthopedics and Military Field Surgery of the Russian National Research Medical University named after N.I. Pirogov; Chief External Traumatologist of the Federal Medical and Biological Agency of Russia; Candidate of Medical Science.

• CHAIRMAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE – KENNETH CHEUNG

Head of the Orthopedics and Traumatology Department of Hong Kong University.
• **CHAIRMAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE – DR. KARL-PETER BENEDETTO**
  Head of the Traumatology and Sports Traumatology Department at the State Hospital in Feldrich City.

• **CHAIRMAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE – DR. EWALD HÄRING**
  Senior Doctor, Specialist of Surgery at the University Clinic in Minden.

• **CHAIRMAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE – DR. EDSON PUDLES**
  President of the Brazilian Spinal Society.
EXPOCENTRE
14, Krasnopresnenskaya Nab., Moscow

9 fully equipped exhibition pavilions

38 multifunctional halls for conventions, press conferences, meetings, seminars and symposia

165,000 m² The total exhibition space at Expocentre Fairgrounds

105,000 m² indoor space

60,000 m² outdoor space

EXPOCENTRE IS A WORLD-KNOWN RUSSIAN ORGANIZER OF MAJOR TRADE SHOWS AND CONGRESSES IN RUSSIA, THE CIS AND EASTERN EUROPE WITH CLOSE TO 60 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE. ANNUALLY, EXPOCENTRE FAIRGROUNDS HOSTS MORE THAN 100 INTERNATIONAL TRADE SHOWS WITH MORE THAN ONE MILLION PROFESSIONAL VISITORS ATTENDING AND ABOUT 30 THOUSAND COMPANIES FROM MORE THAN 100 COUNTRIES PARTICIPATING. IT ALSO ACCOMMODATES MORE THAN 900 CONVENTIONS, CONFERENCES AND SIMILAR EVENTS.
AWARDS OF THE EURASIAN ORTHOPEDIC FORUM

1

FIRST PLACE IN NOMINATION: «INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS»

Prize for Promotion of Public Relations (PR) for «RuPoR»

2

SECOND PLACE IN NOMINATION: «THE BEST EVENT OF THE YEAR»

VI International Competition of Communication Projects «Eventiada Awards»

SHORTLIST IN NOMINATION «RUSSIA&BELARUS»

International Prize «The European Excellence Awards in PR & Communications»